Vibrations, electromagnetic oscillations and temperature drifts are among the main reasons for dephasing in matter-wave interferometry. Sophisticated interferometry experiments, e.g. with ions or heavy molecules, often require integration times of several minutes due to the low source intensity or the high velocity selection. Here we present a scheme to suppress the influence of such dephasing mechanisms -especially in the low-frequency regime -by analyzing temporal and spatial particle correlations available in modern detectors. Such correlations can reveal interference properties that would otherwise be washed out due to dephasing by external oscillating signals. The method is shown experimentally in a biprism electron interferometer where a perturbing oscillation is artificially introduced by a periodically varying magnetic field. We provide a full theoretical description of the particle correlations where the perturbing frequency and amplitude can be revealed from the disturbed interferogram. The original spatial fringe pattern without the perturbation can thereby be restored. The technique can be applied to lower the general noise requirements in matter-wave interferometers. It allows for the optimization of electromagnetic shielding and decreases the efforts for vibrational or temperature stabilization.
I. INTRODUCTION
Matter-wave interferometers with electrons [1] [2] [3] [4] , atoms [5, 6] , neutrons [7, 8] , molecules [9, 10] or ions [4, 11, 12 ] are all extremely sensitive to dephasing mechanisms. Thereby the phase of each single-particle wave is shifted relative to the detector by a temporal varying process. Integrating the individual interference patterns with such alternating phase shifts leads to a loss of contrast, even if full coherence is still maintained in the system. However, if the time-dependent phase shift were known, the dephasing could be corrected and full contrast could be recovered. Decoherence, on the other hand, causes a loss of contrast on the single-particle level, which cannot be corrected for.
The origin of dephasing mechanisms can be quite different, such as mechanical vibrations [13] , temperature drifts, or, especially important in the case of charged-particle interferometers, electromagnetic oscillations. While high frequency perturbations can be efficiently suppressed via vibrational isolation systems, electric filters, and mu-metal shieldings, low-frequency components become dominant. They can only be partially addressed by e.g using complex shielding schemes, low noise beam guiding electronics, and filtering of the 50 Hz oscillation of the electric network. Moreover, the beam emission center might drift in position, as has been observed for conventional field ionization sources such as "supertips" [14] , which was a major obstacle in the first realization of ion interferometry [4, 11, 12] . The suppression of low-frequency oscillations is therefore of major importance for the realization of stable particle interferometers. It is, for instance, a substantial challenge for the realization of sophisticated ion interference experiments [4, 11, 12] , e.g., in the context of Aharonov-Bohm physics [15, 16] , where long signal integration times are necessary.
In this article, we describe a method to significantly decrease the influence of low-frequency oscillations by including temporal and spatial particle correlations in the data analysis. The method is demonstrated experimentally using an electron interferometer, where a modern delay line detector [17] provides not only spatial information about the particle impact but also high temporal resolution. This makes them superior to commonly used multi-channel plates (MCPs) in conjunction with a fluorescence screen, which does not allow for high-precision time and position measurements. We show that, even after strong dephasing oscillations, the interference pattern can be recovered via correlation analysis. Therefore, we provide a full theory, which takes into account spatial and temporal correlations of all particle pairs. In principle, this method can be used for all periodic dephasing oscillations in the low-frequency regime below the particle count rate. Our method is thus of special importance in matter-wave experiments where temperature drifts or mechanical oscillations from the environment, such as the building, the cooling system, or the vacuum pumps, tend to wash out the interference pattern. For periodic perturbations our procedure can determine the frequency and amplitude of the dephasing signal and completely restore the spatial fringe pattern. The capability to identify the origin of dephasing is helpful for the design of further In-vacuum setup of the electron biprism interferometer, which is a modified version of the one described in [4, 11, 12] (not to scale). An electron beam is field emitted from a single-atom tip [18, 19] and adjusted by deflector electrodes towards the optical axis. The electron matter-waves are coherently separated and recombined by an electrostatic biprism [1] . The resulting interference pattern is magnified by quadrupole lenses and detected in a delay line detector [17] . It can be artificially disturbed by a time-varying field originating from two magnetic coils, which are placed outside the vacuum chamber. A mu-metal shield (not shown) is placed between the in-vacuum setup and the magnetic coils.
shielding or filtering in a matter-wave interferometer.
II. EXPERIMENT
We demonstrate the correlation analysis using a biprism electron interferometer. It was originally constructed by Hasselbach et al. [4, 11, 12] and modified with a new beam source and a new detector. Figure 1 shows a sketch of the in-vacuum setup. It consists of an iridium covered tungsten (111) single-atom tip [18, 19] that acts as a field emitter for a highly coherent electron beam. The field emission voltage was set to -1.53 kV. The vacuum pressure in the setup was 5 × 10 −9 mbar. The beam adjustment towards the optical axis of the setup is performed by using three deflector electrodes. Each one consists of four metal plates pairwise on opposite potentials to deflect the beam in the horizontal (x) and vertical (y) direction. The tip illuminates a fine gold coated biprism glass fiber that is oriented along x and has a diameter of ∼ 400 nm [20] . It is positioned between two grounded plates to coherently split and recombine the electron matter-wave [1] . Setting the biprism on a positive potential of a few volts, the partial waves overlap and create an interference pattern parallel to the direction of the biprism fiber. For imaging purposes this interference pattern is expanded along y using a quadrupole lens. A magnetic coil directly after the biprism is used as an image rotator to align the fringes to the quadrupole lens. The electron signal is amplified by a double-stage multichannel plate and detected by a delay line anode. The signal is recorded and analyzed by a computer. The whole in-vacuum setup is surrounded by a mu-metal shield, primarily damping high frequency electromagnetic perturbations.
Essential for our method of dephasing removal is the delay line detector. In biprism interferometry, interference patterns are typically detected using a MCP in conjunction with a fluorescent phosphor screen, which is then digitalized with a CCD camera. This allowed a moderate spatial resolution, restricted by the channel diameters of the MCP's, but only a rather limited temporal detection that is dependent on the long fluorescence decay time of the phosphor screen. With the delay line anode, single electrons can be detected with a spatial resolution below 100 µm and a time accuracy below 1 ns. The dead time between two individual pulses is 310 ns limiting the detectable count rate to the MHz regime. An incoming amplified electron pulse hits the delay line anode, consisting of two meandering wires oriented perpendicular to each other (x and y direction), and it induces a charge pulse in both directions of each wire. By measuring the time delay between those pulses at the wire endings, the spatial position and time of impact can be determined [17] . Figure 2a shows an interference pattern, as detected with the delay line detector, after a total number of about 5 × 10 5 electrons recorded in about 100 s. This corresponds to a particle count rate of ∼ 5 kHz. The distance between two fringes in the interferogram is ∼ 2 mm and the contrast amounts to about 35 %. To demonstrate our method we artificially add a periodic dephasing in the form of an oscillating magnetic field. It is created by two external magnetic coils positioned outside the vacuum chamber and the mu-metal shield (see Figure 1) . The magnetic field lines are oriented in the x-direction applying a force on the electrons in the y-direction normal to the interference fringes and parallel to the detection plane. This causes a periodic shift of the interference pattern, reducing the overall fringe contrast of the time integrated pattern. Using a function generator the frequency and amplitude of this disturbance can be tuned.
We disturbed the interference pattern of Figure 2a with a 50 Hz oscillation. The amplitude was set such that it moved the pattern by ± 2 mm when a static current was applied to the coils. For oscillating currents, however, this amplitude is reduced due to the mu-metal shield around the in-vacuum setup of the interferometer. We thus expect a peak phase shift of the interferogram below 2π. The resulting image with again ∼ 5 × 10 5 events is illustrated in Figure 2b and clearly shows a washed out pattern where the contrast decreased to almost zero.
As our detector provides a list of coordinates and impact times of all consecutive incidents, we correlate each electron with its subsequent temporal neighbor by determining their spatial distance in the x-and y-direction (∆x, ∆y). The relative commonness of these distances are plotted in Figure 2c . As it can be seen, the periodic pattern is revealed, a distinct evidence for matter-wave interferometry even in the presence of strong dephasing. For better visualization, Figure 2c includes the integrated line profile (corrected by the finite pattern width), which clearly shows a periodic modulation on the length scale of the original fringe pattern.
III. THEORY
To gain more information about the disturbed interference pattern we apply a full correlation analysis on the data by including correlations not only between temporally adjacent particles, but also between all possible particle pairs. For the theoretical description of particle correlations in a periodically disturbed interference pattern, the probability distribution f (y, t) of particle impacts at the detector is of major importance:
(1) with ϕ(t) = ϕ 0 cos(ωt)
At each time t, the distribution function is normalized via f 0 and characterized by its spatial periodicity λ = 2π/k, contrast K, and phase ϕ. The time dependence of ϕ causes a periodic phase shift of the probability distribution, with ϕ 0 being the peak phase deviation and ω = 2πν the frequency of the phase disturbance. The corresponding interference pattern observed at the detector is given by the time averaged probability distribution
with J 0 being the zero-order Bessel function of the first kind. Depending on the strength of the phase deviation, the visible contrast is thus reduced by a factor of J 0 (ϕ 0 ), leading to vanishing interference fringes for large ϕ 0 .
If the detector allows for spatial and temporal information on the particle arrival, a correlation analysis can be used to retain information of the undisturbed interference pattern and the phase disturbance. Starting from eq. 1, the second order correlation function reads
where · y,t denotes the average over position and time
In the limit of large acquisition times T 2π/ω and lengths Y λ the integrals can be solved and the correlation function becomes with
Centered around 1, the second order correlation function of the disturbed interference pattern thus shows a periodic modulation in the spatial distance u between two detection events with the same periodicity as the undisturbed interference pattern. The amplitude of this modulation, however, depends on the correlation time τ . In the frequency domain A(τ ) can be decomposed to a superposition of sidebands at discrete frequencies nω (n ∈ Z) with strengths given by the peak phase deviation and the Bessel functions J n (ϕ 0 ). Figure 3 shows the two-dimensional correlation function and the amplitude |A(τ )| for different peak phase deviations. As illustrated in Figure 3a , without modulation (undisturbed interference pattern) only J 0 remains non-zero and A = 0.5 K 2 . The correlation function thus becomes independent of τ and resembles the original interference pattern (Figure 2a) . For small but non-zero ϕ 0 , the first order Bessel function J 1 comes into play causing a sinusoidal modulation of A at frequency ω ( Figure 3b ). As ϕ 0 increases further, more and more higher-order Bessel functions have to be taken into account, adding higher harmonic modulations to A. However, maximal spatial contrast 0.5K 2 is only recovered at multiples of τ = 1/ν, where all higher harmonics constructively interfere (Figure 3c and d) . Independent of the peak phase deviation, the correlation analysis thus reveals the frequency of the phase disturbance and the spatial frequency of the underlying interference pattern.
Before the correlation theory can be applied on our measurements, the second order correlation function needs to be extracted from the detector signal. This signal is given by the position y i and time t i of all particle events i = 1 . . . N . Following eq. 3 the correlation function is basically determined by the number N u,τ of particle pairs (i, j) with
with normalization factor T Y /N 2 and discretisation step size ∆τ and ∆u.
The additional factor (1 − τ T −1 )(1 − |u| Y −1 ) −1 corrects N u,τ for the finite acquisition time T and length Y because large time and position differences will be less likely to be observed.
IV. RESULTS
To apply the theory to the outcome of our electron biprism experiment we extracted the g (2) (u, τ ) function according to Eq. 8 from the raw data corresponding to Figure 2b . The result is shown in Figure 4a . As described in Sec. III, the periodicity of this pattern in u and τ is an apparent sign of matter-wave interference that can be observed even in experimental conditions with significant periodic dephasing perturbations.
Using the theoretical expression of eq. 5-7, we fitted the data in Figure 4a . The fit and the remaining residuum are shown in Figure 4b and 4c, respectively. They reveal all parameters describing the interferogram and the perturbation. The fitted parameters are: ν = 49.996 (± 0.018) Hz for the dephasing frequency, K = 34.5 (± 0.2) % for the interference contrast, λ = 2.089 (± 0.001) mm for the spatial period of the interference pattern, and ϕ 0 = 0.802 (± 0.004) π for the peak phase deviation. These values are in excellent agreement with the properties of the unperturbed interference pattern (K ≈ 35 %, λ ≈ 2 mm) and the applied disturbance frequency (ν = 50 Hz). Only the peak phase deviation shows a discrepancy to its dc value of ϕ 0 = 2π, which is due to the mu-metal shield between the interferometer and the dephasing coils. As expected, this shield damps the amplitude of external field oscillations.
The lack of any sub-structure in the residual plot (Figure 4c) shows that our correlation model is well suited to describe the experimental data. The residuum shows only a weak remaining structure on the length scale of ∼ 7 mm, which is probably due to diffraction on both edges of the biprism.
We demonstrated that it is possible to extract the unknown frequency and amplitude of periodic, single frequency dephasing oscillations from the perturbed interference pattern even if no interference fringes are visible in the spatially integrated image (Figure 2b ). With the obtained parameters and the spatial and temporal coordinates of the events, we are able to reverse the perturbation. This can be done by shifting each event back to its original, undisturbed coordinate according to the determined information,
The only parameter we do not obtain from the fit is the starting phase of the perturbation φ. We extract it by varying the starting phase between 0 and 2π until the maximal contrast of the resulting interference pattern is achieved. Figure 4d shows the reconstructed interference pattern. It agrees well with the experimentally undisturbed pattern of Figure 2a . Even small structures like the local phase shifts by charged dust particles on the biprism can be reconstructed.
V. CONCLUSION
Sensitive and accurate matter-wave interference experiments are susceptible to dephasing perturbations that wash out the interference pattern and decrease the contrast [13] . The dephasing can be due to electromagnetic oscillations, electrical network oscillations, temperature drifts or mechanical vibrations. Usually major efforts to shield or damp these setups are required to suppress these perturbations.
We have presented a method to effectively decrease dephasing effects by including temporal and spatial correlations between the detected particles in the analysis of an interference signal. The full correlation analysis reveals the fringe pattern even in the presence of oscillating perturbations, while conventional methods that rely only on spatial signal accumulation are not able to verify matter-wave interference. The analysis can be applied whenever the frequency of the perturbing signal is significantly lower than the average incident rate on the detector. This condition is well met for most interference experiments since signal rates of several kHz and perturbations below a few hundred Hz are common. Besides information on the perturbation, our method can be used to retain the undisturbed interference pattern.
Our method has potential applications in any kind of charged and neutral particle interferometer where a detector with a high spatial as well as temporal resolution is used. Nowadays, such detectors are available for electrons [17] , ions [17] , neutrons [21] and neutral atoms [22] . The technique is of general importance for the analysis of dephasing perturbations in matter-wave interferometry, and it allows to optimize shielding and damping installations. It decreases the requirements for vibrational stabilization, temperature stabilization and filtering of lowfrequency perturbations from electronic instruments.
